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Never has the art
of “reinventing

oneself” been more
important. In this
era of inevitable,
disruptive innova-
tion and change,
companies – and
individuals – will
only survive if they
can adapt and
change at what

sometimes seems a breathtaking
pace. This issue features several
superb examples of reinvention for
productivity.

Let’s start with Jay Shah, the brand
new director of Velocity, a young man
who, in the course of less than 10 years,
has reinvented himself several times –
as a student, creator of a start-up, seller
of said start-up, employee at Google
and now – back as director of the very
facility that – well – facilitated his start-
up, those few years ago.

A new face on the regional scene is
Tony LaMantia, the CEO of the Waterloo
Regional Economic Development Cor-
poration, a man who left a provincial
government post and a huge budget
behind to take on a whole different kind
of start-up – the new economic devel-
opment corporation. We talked to Tony
– and to the economic development
officers across the region – and the
news is very good.

Perhaps the most impressive example
of reinvention is Goliger’s Travel Plus, a
highly successful, locally-based, provin-
cially successful travel business that
survived the almost insurmountable
challenge of reinvention when the air-
line decision to stop paying commis-
sions shook the industry to its core,
driving many big players right out of the
business. Goliger’s reinvention – told to
us by owner Peter van der Heyden – is a
fascinating story of determination, cre-
ativity, risk-taking… and eventually,
entrepreneurial triumph.
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Observersmight be forgiven a certain amount of skepticismwhen they heard,a year
or two back, that a new economic development corporation was being created for
Waterloo Region. After all, all seven of the region’s lower-tier municipalities (three
cities and four townships) already have Economic Development Officers,and the Re-
gion itself was in the process of hiring a new EDO,Matthew Chandy.
So was the much-touted Waterloo Region Economic Development Corporation
needed or, for that matter, likely to be efficient and effective?
One interested party admitted to Exchange that,“I had a lot of skepticism and I dug
very deep last October and November.” But he’s a skeptic no longer – in fact, that is
a comment to Exchange made by Tony LaMantia, now CEO ofWREDC, the man re-
cruited from his role as assistant deputy minister of the investment and industry di-
vision of the Ontario Ministry of Economic Development, Employment and
Infrastructure to head the new corporation.
LaMantia admits that he had questions about the new entity, and about how it
would fit into the already complex, two-tier structure of Waterloo’s regional govern-
ment.And, of course, there was also the sensitive reality that Canada’s Technology
Triangle was going to disappear, to be replaced byWREDC.Clearly, for LaMantia, all
his questions received satisfactory answers.
The new corporation was officially launched at the first of this year; today, LaMan-
tia seems to be making an effort to manage expectations, while at the same time
he’s clearly excited in his new role.
He callsWREDC “a work in progress,” and adds,“on a $2 million budget, we’re not
going to change the world.”
He told Exchange,“I’m behind where I thought I would be…but overall, I’m pleased.
I hit the point in May and June, when I knew I’m glad I made the move. I’m in the
right job. [But] I thought we’d be further ahead in our international branding.”
Perhaps surprisingly, the group of people who apparently have no negative issues
with the new corporation are the Economic Development Officers across the Re-
gion. Exchange attempted to contact all of them, and was able to interview all but
one.And all seem pleased with the impactWREDC is already making on economic
development in the region.
Their optimism may have something to do with the fact that LaMantia’s organiza-
tion has not threatened their jobs at all.Wilmot townships’AndrewMartin says sim-
ply,“The role of theTownship EDO has not changed.”His colleagues across the region
seem to agree that nothing has been lost, although most also feel there are huge
gains to be made in working withWREDC.
Rod Regier, of the City of Kitchener, says “We’re going to have significantly more re-
sources available… We’re working with them on business development programs,
working on building partnership with the City of Toronto… there’s lots of stuff.”
Justin McFadden,who has been with the City ofWaterloo for three years, says that
the new corporation – and its relationship with the municipalities – was very care-
fully thought through in the planning stage.“The nice thing was that the senior EDOs
had a direct role in creating theWRED Strategy.We were one of the lead groups.The
EDOs did a big part of the work putting that strategy together… It’s been working to
plan….We can already see the benefit. So far, so good.”
McFadden offers an analogy to explain why there is no conflict between the cor-
poration and the EDO departments.“We’re building the house…WREDC is bringing
the residents to live in that house.We play complementary roles.”
The optimism is palpable. James Goodram, of Cambridge, told Exchange, “I see
renewed energy and excitement.”And while he agrees that his role has not changed,
he does see one very important development: “in terms of howwe function with other
EDOs andWREDC, there is a renewed sense of cooperation.”
Two words – “cooperation” and “collaboration” – come up in almost every conver-
sation with these key personnel.Woolwich’s Raj Sani says, “It’s changed – [there is
more] collaboration and cooperation among all seven area municipalities, working
together and promoting one another… trying to cooperate with one another… a ho-
listic approach.”
Regional EDO Matthew Chandy adds,“I’m very pleased … when I came to the re-
gion, joining a two-tier system… I was interested to see how everyone would work
together. Everyone is working together.”
Geoff VanderBaaren, of the township of Wellesley, told Exchange, “It seems to me
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that one important change is a greater willingness to share information and work col-
laboratively between all of the municipalities in the Region.”
LaMantia says that this cooperative atmosphere did not develop overnight. “It’s
taken us a while. From January to April was spent doing lots and lots of listening.”
And the corporation’s CEO says this collaborative spirit reaches beyond the region:
“Collaboration between the feds, the province and the municipality has never been
greater.”
Heirs to CTT
Prior to the formation of theWREDC, the region’s international “brand”was essen-
tially in the hands of Canada’s Technology Triangle, an organization that ceased to
exist with the launch ofWREDC.LaMantia is careful not to criticize his predecessors.
CTT, he says, “had some challenges, and did some things very well.”
WREDC, he says, “has a broader mandate.”
The two organizations are actually quite different.TheWREDC has an independent
board, including regional business,community and academic leaders,with no politi-
cians or regional officials serving on it. LaMantia told Exchange, “The governance
was well started…. No politicians on the board does provide some freedom.”
But he quickly adds, “But we can’t forget where the funding partners come from.”
The funding forWREDC comes directly from themunicipalities, and LaMantia points
out that not having to raise operating funds from sponsoring corporations – as was
the case with CTT – also provides a lot of freedom, and the opportunity to have a
broader vision.
Chandy agrees, saying that the resources and funding model of WREDC will “help
Waterloo Region to become a more global player.”
Some of the EDOs are forthright about the comparison between the new corpora-
tion and the CTT. Sani says that sinceWREDC has come into existence, “We’ve got-
ten a lot of exposure,” while under the CTT regime,“not so much.”
She adds, that under CTT, there was “a large push to try and bring big tech com-
panies toWaterloo Region.Now, there’s a comprehensive and cohesive agenda [re-
flecting] every municipality’s needs…and the needs of the townships are unique…
different from the cities.”
VanderBaaren agrees: “theWREDC is reaching out to the Townships and providing
support for the Townships, which was not present in the past.”
Goodram told Exchange that “CTT was focused on high tech. [WREDC] has a very
balanced approach to understanding the opportunities.CTT focused on one specific
area.”
Regier says that when it comes to Foreign Direct Investment – which was at the
centre of CTT’s mandate – the new organization means “We’re going to have signifi-
cantly more resources available… Economic development in the region is a full-court
press by many stakeholders, for the community at large.”
Regier says thatWREDC is responsible for everything covered by the CTT’s mandate,
plus new areas that were “simply not on the radar” until now. That, he suggests, is
plenty forWREDC to be focused on – and why there is no threat to the current man-
dates of the municipal EDOs.
Martin adds, “The WREDC has expressed more interest in understanding Wilmot;
having a corporation that understands the product and geography they are market-
ing is promising improvement forWilmot’s place in regional economic development.”
Branding
One key WREDC responsibility that has always been a flash point in the region is
the issue of “brand”. If you are going to promote the region,what brand are you pro-
moting?
“Canada’s Technology Triangle” was an effort to solve that – but arguably, not the
most successful one,because the phrase identifies the country,and not muchmore.
LaMantia asks the iconic question, “What’s in a name?”, and then makes his ar-
gument with some revealing statistics. WREDC has learned that documenting six
months’of Google searches uncovered some startling facts.The word“Waterloo”got
72,000 hits. “Cambridge” got 8,000; “Kitchener,” 6,000 and the phrase “Waterloo
Region”, 51. Just, 51.
To LaMantia, there is no option – regardless of individual municipal sensibilities, the
brand that already exists, in neon lights, is “Waterloo”. He saysWREDC has to “deal
with that, so people around the world can take advantage of thisWaterloo, Canada
brand.”
Ongoing role for EDOs
All of the Economic Development Officersmake the point that their job remains cru-

Optimism abounds in new economic
development environment



cial for their municipalities.Says Goodram,“an external economic development cor-
poration can’t achieve the same thing that an internal EDO can. Internally, we really
make economic development happen at the local level.” Goodram points to his role
in liaising with all other Cambridge municipal departments, on behalf of businesses
in the city, or considering a move to Cambridge.
McFadden argues, “We play complementary roles”.
Sani believes the EDOs in the townships have a unique role: “What’s really impor-
tant is, unlike the area cities, there is a huge focus on insuring our agricultural sec-
tor is informed, and our needs are met. This one of our key responsibilities as a
township… maybe it’s not on theWREDC radar, but we try to work withWREDC.”
VanderBaaren believes that the creation ofWREDC has helped his council focus on
economic development, in a new way. “The establishment of WREDC has provided
greater exposure and awareness of ED within our local Council… a positive step for-
ward to have Council put an ED lens on local decisions.”
Chandy, the new EDO at the Region – with a staff of only two, including himself –
says that in addition to liaising with WREDC, there are many regional initiatives on
which his office takes the lead, from Light Rail Transit, to the Region of Waterloo In-
ternational Airport, to support for brownfield developments.
Regier makes a similar case for the Kitchener EDO office, listing unique responsi-
bilities ranging from downtown development to arts and culture to the Kitchener mar-
ket, and more.
Looking ahead
The foundation is now laid. LaMantia is frank about the work done to assess the 43
goals set by the committee charged with creating a mandate, prior to the official
launch of WREDC and before his hiring. “There are 25-30 [of the 43] left,” he says,

and adds that most of the attention and effort is really focused on about four key tar-
get areas. “We are resetting expectations of what we can actually do,” he says.
Last May, in an article in Exchange, LaMantia identified the four key areas: Foreign
Direct Investment and local company expansion/scale-up wins; Consierge Service
for investment attraction and retention; creation and retention of investment-ready
or ‘shovel-ready’ sites; and a clear brand for the region.
LaMantia’s team of 13 – plus three co-op interns – is now complete, with the final
team member joining this month.“We’re fully staffed up.”
Almost to a person, the EDOs are enthusiastic about the hiring of LaMantia and his
entire team. Says McFadden, “Tony’s done a great job, bringing in his team.” And
Goodram declares, “It’s a knock-out, home-run team!”
Systems are in place to ensure ongoing cooperation. Goodram points out ““We
meet monthly,we discuss if there are any issues.We work well together.”AndMcFad-
den adds,“There is daily dialogue.”
Chandy would argue that there are changes for municipal EDOs – not losses of re-
sponsibility,but changes in perspective.““They’re probably more focused on some of
the joint initiatives that have more strength”, such as the joint Waterloo Region –
Toronto mission to California last April, or the inaugural Auto Tech Symposium held
at UW in mid-September.
Regier says,“We’re seeing excellent engagement with the Corporation… they’re build-
ing their capacity and we’re benefitting from that.”
Chandy adds that WREDC can only “helpWaterloo Region become a more global
player.”
And the last word comes from LaMantia: “Look out! We’re a lean, mean machine
working with the EDOs!” – Paul Knowles
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Kitchener-Waterloo is now home to the newest franchise of the National Basket-
ball League of Canada, the KW Titans. The name was chosen following a "name
the team" competition that attracted more than 500 entries.
The Titans have hired Stu Julius as General Manager; Julius is a former coach of
the Wilfrid Laurier University's women's basketball team, which won two national
championships under his leadership. Inaugural coach will be Serge Langis.The Ti-
tans will play this year, in the 2016/2017 season; first game is in December.
The team is owned by three partners – majority shareholder Ball Construction
(Ball's CFO, Frank Schneider, has been named team president); and minority
shareholders Innosoft Canada (CEO Brian Foster and CTO Jeff Berg) and Leon
Martin, an Elmira entrepreneur.
John Thompson has been named Director of Community Engagement. In 2015,
Thompson spearheaded an unsuccessful attempt to launch a Canadian Basket-
ball League franchise inWaterloo Region. He says, today, he is happy that profes-
sional basketball is coming to KW. "My role will be to get our community excited
about it," he says.
The NBLC now includes ten teams in two divisions. The KW Titans will compete
in the Central Division, which includesWindsor, London, Orangeville and Niagara.
The Atlantic Division includes Moncton, Saint John, Halifax, Cape Breton and
Prince Edward Island.

Kitchener Mayor Berry Verbanovic, Cameron Ball, of Ball Construction, Coach Serge Langis, GM
Stu Julius, Leon Martin and KW Titan Club President Frank Schneider.

The perfect symbol of the economic development matrix in Waterloo Region – a repurposed, historic building, linked with state of the art architecture, and construction of the new transit junction.

New uniforms, new colours, new vision:
KW Titans bring pro hoops to town
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Two iconic KW businesses become one
Is it a acquisition or is it a merger? That’s the question best left for staff and cus-
tomers of both Lackner McLennan and Erb and Erb Insurance. David Stark, CEO
of Lackner McLennan, told Exchange that it is a “acquisition in finance”, as in –
Lackner McLennan acquired the business of Erb and Erb Insurance, and a merger
occurred between the two companies’ employees and their culture.
Stark will remain CEO of Lackner McLennan, which celebrated a 70th Anniver-
sary that coincided with the acquisition announcement.
The acquisition has taken place three years before Erb and Erb would have cel-
ebrated its 100th Anniversary in 2019, offering a temporal context only the busi-
ness acquisition of a older company can provide.
“For all intents and purposes, it’s much more like a merger or partnership, a great
synergistic alignment, a good fit… or even a perfect fit”, said James Chmiel, CEO
of Erb and Erb and one of two new partners who will continue to operate with the
Erb and Erb moniker, although under the ownership of Lackner McLennan. Chmiel
notes that the two enterprises don’t actually emulate one another; “we comple-
ment one another.”
It’s a strategic move, one that will permit Erb and Erb to expand their Life and
Wealth Suite as well as provide additional opportunities on the commercial side
that Lackner McLennan specializes in. Stark, who is a 18 year partner with Lack-
ner McLennan, envisions opportunity in the financial services sector that Erb and
Erb offer. Pointing to products such as life insurance, RRSP’s and benefits, he tells
Exchange, in the 70 years the company has operated “we’ve never done that”.
With technology changing the way people manage their finances and insur-
ance, the financial sector is a area destined for substantial change. As the “de-
structive” apps get introduced to consumers through social media and in other
ways, FinTech technologies’ advances will be felt in existing financials markets.
One of the perks for Erb and Erb is, they get to access to Lackner McLennan’s
automation on the their web site, particularly “some of the buy-sell options”.
Along with the application of new technologies, both are looking to expand their
product offerings.
“Our industry is witnessing incredible technology advancements that will have
a deep impact on how we do business,” says Stephen Bleizeffer, Partner at Lack-
ner McLennan. “As a result, we recognized the importance of gaining resources,
strength and scale to position the firm for future success.”
Operating independently but under a new partner structure, both organizations
will have a combined market share of $55 million of gross written premiums,
and if the transfer goes as seamlessly as they would like, customers will notice

improved service and more products, as the two different cultures become one
big happy family.

Bringing Wozniak to KW
The promotional materials call it a “tech and music summit.” Event creator She-
vaun Voisin simply calls it “a no-brainer.” Because Voisin is convinced that an
event that brings together technology and music simply makes sense.
It’s called “Fuzenation”, and it will take place September 27-30 in Kitchener.And
make no mistake – this is no small, whimsical, experimental event – Voisin and
her colleagues are bringing tech and music heavyweights to KW, including the leg-
endary Steve Wozniak, co-founder of Apple!
Also participating as speakers will be Biz Stone, co-founder of Twitter and CEO
of Jelly; and Alexis Ohanian, co-founder of Reddit.
Musicians on hand are coming from cutting edge performances in Europe –
turntablist A-Trak, and Norwegian KYGO, both legends in the EDM (Electronic
Dance Music) fields.
Fuzenation includes a consumer tech show, with exhibitors, keynote speakers,
Q&A sessions, and concerts. Voisin has teamed up with Live Nation Entertain-
ment; the event (with exhibits indoors and concerts outdoors) takes place at a
repurposed industrial site at 41 Ardelt Avenue, in Kitchener. Voisin thinks it’s the
perfect venue: “It’s such a unique, edgier space,” she says.
Voisin sees a natural connection between high tech and the arts, especially
music. “When we create something from nothing – music, technology – it’s com-
ing from the same spirit,” she told Exchange.“I thought, wouldn’t it be a cool thing
to have an event that blended both… We’re bringing people together who love
tech, and who love music.”
She sees her potential audience as overlapping several demographics – the
enormous Waterloo tech community; the also very large university and college
crowd; music lovers; and the general public, who may not be totally into tech, but
for whom the chance to hear a legend like Steve Wozniak will be the draw.
And “theWoz” is thrilled to participate, says Voisin.“He told me, ‘I loveWaterloo’.”
Overall, Voisin is anticipating never-ending conversations and dialogue among
the people attending the event, especially those who come to see the exhibits,

David Stark, CEO of Lackner McLennan (centre), with new partners James Chmiel (left) and
Albert Schmidt (right) who will continue to operate Erb and Erb as stand-alone brand.
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Woz comes to Waterloo with a who’s who in speakers at the new Tech and Music Summit To
be held September 27-30 in Kitchener.
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and to engage with colleagues – and with strangers.And she blatantly suggests,
“If I were going to UW, I’d be showing up with my resumé.”
This is no small enterprise; staging Fuzenation requires some fairly significant
capital. “That,” says Voisin, “is why it’s necessary to partner with Live Nation.”
Voisin told Exchange that she sees global potential for Fuzenation events, but
she wanted to started in her home town,Waterloo. “I love Waterloo,” she says.
The event has the support of local partners including Communitech, Christie
and the City of Kitchener.Voisin sees the expo as an opportunity to highlight the
latest from local companies, including Christie – and the entire event will be live-
streamed by Vidyard,“so the world can see it….We’ll show the world how incred-
ible we are.” – Paul Knowles

UW researchers leading fight against
Alzheimer’s
Two studies involving University of Waterloo researchers presented at the 2016
Alzheimer’s Association International Conference highlighted a new diagnostic
tool that can identify Alzheimer’s disease long before the onset of symptoms as
well as the increasing prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease in Ontario.
Alzheimer’s disease is notoriously difficult to diagnose and nearly impossible to
catch early.This could soon change with a new type of non-invasive eye scan de-
veloped and patented by Professor Melanie Campbell. It uses polarized light to
highlight deposits called amyloid proteins found at the back of patients’ retinas
decades before they experience cognitive decline.
“Polarization imaging is promising for noninvasive imaging of retinal amyloid
deposits as a biomarker of Alzheimer’s,” said Campbell, fromWaterloo’s Depart-
ment of Physics and Astronomy. “The ability to detect amyloid deposits in the
retina prior to disease symptoms may be an essential tool for the development
of preventative strategies for Alzheimer’s and other dementias.”
In order to diagnose Alzheimer’s disease and other forms of dementia, doctors
currently rely on either a combination of late-stage symptoms and expensive
positron emission tomography (PET) brain scans or tests on the brain after death.
The new method would give a less expensive, more available alternative to PET.
“Early diagnosis is important, especially since treatment options are more lim-

ited later in the disease,” said Campbell. “Widely available, inexpensive, early de-
tection of amyloid would help researchers develop more effective treatments
before the onset of symptoms.”

The Canadian Institutes of Health Research and the Natural Sciences and En-
gineering Research Council of Canada funded Campbell’s research. She has just
received more than $800,000 in funding through a Collaborative Health Re-
search Projects grant to build prototype instruments and start clinical testing
soon on patients in collaboration with researchers at UBC Hospital, the Lawson
Health Research Institute in London, Ontario and Institut Universitaire de Géria-
trie de Montréal.
According to a report co-authored by Professor Colleen Maxwell of Waterloo’s
School of Pharmacy, also presented at AAIC, the prevalence of Alzheimer’s and
other dementias rose more than 18 per cent in patients over 65 across Ontario
over eight years, from 2004/05 to 2012/13. The study, which tracked preva-
lence, incidence and costs of dementias through Ontario health administrative
data, was a collaborative effort with colleagues at the Institute for Clinical Eval-
uative Sciences (ICES), the Ontario Brain Institute and the University of Toronto.
“The increasing prevalence in Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias is not
unique or surprising,” said Maxwell, also a professor in the School of Public Health
and Health Systems atWaterloo.“The overall population is aging.This, along with
greater awareness and earlier detection of dementia and improvements in the
care of persons with dementia, may account for the increase in prevalence.”
The team hopes to expand their study to explore ongoing trends in prevalence

and incidence and to include other important data sources including informa-
tion on patients’ quality of life and other health care use and costs.

Velocity: The role “where I can have the
most impact” – Jay Shah
Jay Shah has packed several decades-worth of experiences into a mere ten
years. Shah came toWaterloo Region in 2006, to attend the University ofWater-
loo. Since then, he (with two partners) has launched a start-up called Bufferbox,
moved to California’s Silicon Valley, returned to Waterloo, sold Bufferbox to
Google, went to work for Google, watched Bufferbox be discontinued by Google,
and now – less than a decade after he and his company were housed at UW’s
Velocity Centre – he’s become Director of Velocity.
Velocity is the largest free start-up incubator in the world.And Shah knows that
this is where he is meant to be.“Velocity is the vehicle where I can have the most
impact,” he told Exchange, a mere two days after he started the job – succeed-

Colleen Maxwell

Melanie Campbell
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ing Mike Kirkup in the post. “Moving the needle on the pace of change is what
I’m passionate about. I want the adoption of technology into the world just to
accelerate.”
And he added that he will be at Velocity “as long as I can have an impact.”
He’s come to the incubator at an exciting time – over the past year or so, Ve-
locity has grown, both physically and in terms of the number of start-ups housed
in the facility, now totalling 93.Velocity has expanded its footprint at the Tannery,
taking over some of the space that Google left when that iconic company ex-
panded to new quarters a block or so away.AndVelocity has added a few staffers
– although at 13, in total, (plus a few interns) it’s still a very lean operation.
Shah is clearly excited about the new job. He says that it took some careful
thought, because coming to Velocity meant leaving Google, but it was the excite-
ment – “the energy” – he felt that tipped the scales. He says that the pace of ac-
tion is faster, more immediate. “This is really close to the battle.”
He has known the Velocity environment since 2009, when he was a don on
the UW campus. He understands his facility’s role: “We don’t make start-ups…
we just help them.”
The growth currently being experienced at Velocity, says Shah, is “representa-
tive of how much opportunity there is” for start-ups in Waterloo. He knows that,
right now, there is a large bubble of start-ups, with fewer mid-size companies and
only a very few corporate giants. That creates some challenges when it comes
to finding mentors from mid-size corporations to help guide the newbies.
But Shah thinks this is simply a factor of the growing level of success when it
comes to start-ups, which he calls “organic growth.” The start-up stage is where
most of the action is – in a few years, he anticipates, the mid-size group will be
much larger, looking for scarce mentoring from the giant companies.“It’s always
going to be a work in progress.”
Now, in the very early days of his tenure at Velocity, Shah admits he has a few
ideas about directions for the incubator – but he won’t share them with anyone.
“I’ve got lots of preconceived notices and biases of what works… but my first job

is to understand what works” at Velocity. He says he also needs to learn what is
going on across the region – “we’re not the only player.”
Shah brings to his new position an understanding of start-ups that could only
come through experience – and it’s bittersweet. He knows what it is like to cre-
ate a concept, and then a company. He and his partners located Bufferbox at the
Accelerator Centre, then at Velocity, then in Silicon Valley, and finally back at Ve-
locity.When Google came calling, “it was a tough decision to sell it,” although it
brought the partners a healthy – albeit never disclosed – amount of money. Shah
knows what every start-up creator faces if he or she gets an offer – the question
is, what is best for “my baby”, the emerging start-up.
Google bought Bufferbox, but then shut it down after a year… and Shah regrets
that, still. “I feel it’s a lost opportunity, one that other people have capitalized on.”
Speaking of capital opportunities, Shah has invested some of his capital – along
with other family members – in purchasing the 28,000 square foot former Budd’s
store, at 165 King Street West in downtown Kitchener. Budd’s closed in January,
the deal closed in July, and the building sits empty at this moment.
That’s okay with Shah.“We’ll be patient there.We’ll do what’s right for downtown
Kitchener.” Shah says he believes in downtown Kitchener – he lives in the area,
near Victoria Park, and he bikes almost everywhere. He took on the real estate
investment, he says, because “I’m bullish on this region. I’ve been here nine years.
This is one way to be involved.”
Shah is indeed “bullish” on the region – but perhaps even more so on the com-
panies he will now be nurturing, as head of Velocity.There, his vision is global: “We
have to do what’s right for the company,” he says, even if that means facilitating
a move to California or some other site right for the business. The philosophy, he
says, should be “Go off, Canadians, and build amazing global companies!”
And who knows – a few years after they do just that, they may have sold the com-
pany for big bucks, returned to Waterloo, invested in the region, and taken a job
heading one of the most dynamic enterprises in the country. It could happen.

- Paul Knowles

Jay Shah
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Hamdullahpur appointed to second term
The University ofWaterloo has reappointed Feridun Hamdullahpur as president
and vice-chancellor of the University of Waterloo for a second term, beginning
July 1, 2017. He will serve in the role until June 30, 2021. The decision was
made by the UW Board of Governors.
“I am delighted with this announcement,” said Chancellor Tom Jenkins. “Water-
loo benefits greatly from Feridun’s strategic initiatives, wisdom and passion for
all aspects of this University’s mandate. I look forward to working with him to sup-
port his efforts to achieve the ambitions and potential of this exceptional insti-
tution.”
Hamdullahpur was first appointed president and vice-chancellor on March 11,

2011.
“The growth and success of the last five years under Feridun’s leadership has

not just built the foundation for rapid progress, it has generated momentum that
is moving us toward our ultimate goal – to be recognized and celebrated as one
of the world’s top innovation universities,” saidWilliamWatson, chair of the board.
In his first term as president, Hamdullahpur led the development and imple-
mentation of Waterloo’s Strategic Plan, through broad consultation, detailed
planning and a robust accountability framework.
Hamdullahpur has also made significant progress in advancing the university’s
reputation, both nationally and internationally. He currently serves as chair of
Canada’s U15 association of research intensive universities, and is one of only
ten university presidents worldwide championing the UNWomen’s HeForShe IM-
PACT 10x10x10 gender equity initiative.
“I am deeply honoured to be invited to serve a second term at the University
of Waterloo and am grateful to have the opportunity to work with such a broad
range of academic, administrative, student and community leaders as the Uni-
versity enters its 60th year,” said Feridun Hamdullahpur.“Building on the progress

and momentum stemming from our current strategic plan, I am committed to
building the future framework and support for the University of Waterloo to lead
the world in innovation – in academics and teaching, experiential education, en-
trepreneurship and high impact research.”

Feridun Hamdullahpur
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Peter van der Heyden’s Goliger’s Travel is celebrating 30 tumultuous years
by Jon Rohr & Paul Knowles



Peter van der Heyden
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day’s work, I was home… and we
were both watching The Young and
The Restless at 4:30 in the afternoon,
and I thought, ‘This is just not right.
There’s got to be something else out
there’.”

He also admits he had an entrepre-
neurial itch: “I wanted to get into my
own business.”

But van der Heyden, who was born
and raised in Sheffield, on the east
side of Galt, decided not to leap right
into a start-up business. “I thought,
before we take that step, I want to get
some sales experience. I want to
understand sales…. I was always real-
ly curious as to what separated the
top sales people from the rest, and I
wanted to learn.”

He joined the Mutual Life “Agency
46” sales team headed by Louis
Rivard. Van der Heyden says he
learned a lot about sales – and admits
that even today, when it comes to
running his $100 million business,
he’s not the guy to go to for account-
ing or financial details – he’s all about
sales and service.

His entrepreneurial drive never
diminished, and although he says he
loves the financial services industry,
“ultimately what was always swirling
in the back of my mind was to be my
own boss. I just really wanted that.”

So he took the leap.

“I wanted a cushion”
Van der Heyden has always been a

student of business theory. A conver-
sation with this veteran of the travel
industry is peppered with quotes from
sales and service gurus. So from the
very beginning, he recognized that

COVER STORY
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Thirty years ago, Peter van der Hey-
den went into the travel business

as a partner in one Waterloo fran-
chise. Today, he’s the owner of 13
travel agencies, a customs brokerage
business, a tour business and consid-
erable real estate, and he employs
170 people. His businesses’ annual
revenue is likely to top $100 million in
this fiscal year.

So it’s been a piece of cake, right?
Not so much.
Van der Heyden is owner/operator

of Goliger’s Travel Plus. In the past
three decades, the business has faced
financial ruin once or twice, it has
been pummeled by dramatic changes
in the travel trade… and still, van der
Heyden persevered, and ultimately,
conquered every challenge.

He even admits that some of the
decisions he made in his youth might
be things he would think twice about
today – but in hindsight, he’s glad he

took those chances. Because his story
clearly has a happy ending – or, since
it’s not over yet, by a long shot – a
happy present-day.

“Who doesn’t love to travel?”
There was nothing in van der Hey-

den’s history that pointed to the travel
business. His academic background is
in chemistry, as is that of his wife,
Linda. They were employed by Imperial
Oil, in Sarnia, and van der Heyden
remembers a fateful stroll around
1984. “We went for a walk. There was
a travel agency in Sarnia at the time,
and we looked through the window. It
happened to be a Goliger’s. We
thought, ‘Wouldn’t that be an interest-
ing business. Who doesn’t love to trav-
el and see the world? Let’s check out
the travel business.”

Although they both had “great jobs
as Esso,” the van der Heydens were
not loving life. “I found that after a
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one of the keys to starting a business
is to have “a cushion”. He knew it is
not enough to have the funds for a
start-up – you need enough to carry the
business through when success is on
the immediate horizon, but revenue is
not yet flowing in. He figured he need-
ed about $200,000 in seed money.

Of course, it’s one thing to know
how much you need – it’s another
when you have nothing. Says van der
Heyden, “I didn’t have a penny in the
bank.”

That didn’t stop him from approach-
ing banks, with some success. Howev-
er, he tells of one odd response: “When
I went to one of the banks in down-
town Galt at the time, the bank manag-
er said to me, ‘Pete, we can’t give you
any money because we called around
to some travel agencies and they feel
there are too many travel agencies in
the area already. So based on our
research, we can’t give you the green
light.” Today, van der Heyden can laugh
at the fact that their “research”
involved getting advice from his poten-
tial competitors, who not surprisingly
weren’t supportive of another player
entering their game!

Nonetheless, some money was
forthcoming, as bank loans, but it was
not enough. He turned to friends and
relatives, borrowing “small amounts
from about eight different people.”

Financing in place, van der Heyden
reached out to a friend, who became a
partner in the business. They pur-
chased the Goliger’s Travel franchise
located at 607 King Street West, in
Waterloo. It was 1986, and they were
in business.

But at first – as he had anticipated –
business was slow. Their focus in those
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“I don’t know if I would do it again
at this age – when you’re younger
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Peter Ben-
ninger, founder
and owner of
Coldwell Banker
Peter Benninger
Realty, has
been
appointed as
Chair of the
Board of Gover-
nors for Con-
estoga College

Institute of Technology and Advanced
Learning. He has served on the Board
since 2012.

Peter’s vision, business expertise and
longstanding commitment to serving
the local community will help guide
Conestoga in our efforts to deliver ex-
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workforce needs and build prosperity
across our region and beyond.
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days was on corporate travel, because corporate clients
meant dependable commission cheques from the airlines. It
took six months, but then they landed a major deal – the J.M.
Schneider corporate account. Next came the Cambridge
aerospace firm, Com Dev – and van der Heyden says, “Thirty
years later, I’m very proud to still have the Com Dev
account.”

Going solo
And the business survived.

That’s actually the right phrase
– because by 1992, it was clear
that their Goliger’s franchise
was not prospering. Says van
der Heyden, “The business
could not support two fami-
lies.” His partner offered to sell his part of the business, “so I
paid him out and took control. There was another big whack
of money.”

Van der Heyden admits, “I don’t know if I would do it
again at this age – when you’re younger you think different-
ly.”

It was not an easy time. That same year, Peter and Linda
had their second son. He says the business was “on the verge
of bankruptcy” – the second time since he conceived of self-

employment that he had faced an empty bank account. He
frankly says, “I dreaded the calls from the bank at the time.”

And of course, it was not only his family he now had to be
worried about – the business had about 10 staff members. “It
was definitely very scary going solo,” he recalls, but immedi-
ately gives credit for survival – and the ensuing success – to
Linda. “Linda was doing everything I needed her to do for the
business. She didn’t really want to get into the travel busi-
ness, but I needed her help. I’m the sales guy and the service

guy, but Linda put her account-
ing hat on.”

And things began to turn
around. “We had some good
organic growth. I was doing
pretty much all the selling. Just
the old-fashioned way. There

are slicker ways of selling a product, but [I did] a lot of cold
calling, calling on my training from the insurance industry. I
wore out a lot of shoe leather, drove a lot of miles on my
car.”

The business grew. In January 1998, they registered their
first million-dollar month. Their business model was about
90% corporate, the rest leisure travel.

Things were looking good. Then came a simple fax mes-
sage that changed everything.

COVER STORY

Things were looking good. Then came a 
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“It was definitely very scary going solo” – Peter van der Heyden
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Airlines bail out
“It was a fax from American Airlines,” he recalls, with a shudder. “In October,

1998, we were notified by the airlines that they were reducing commissions to
zero. We went from making 8-9% on a ticket to zero overnight.”

Every airline followed suit – although van der Heyden credits Air Canada with
showing some mercy: Canada’s national airline “gave us [a few] months to adjust
to this new plan.”

Van der Heyden estimates that at least 20 per cent of travel agencies closed
because of this body blow. It forced everyone in the industry to completely
revamp their business model. Until 1998, suppliers – including the airlines – paid
commissions, while clients – the travellers – got the agencies’ services for free.

Within a few months, that model was
turned on its head. The airlines were not
paying commissions; the agencies had to
find other sources of revenue. Two were
obvious – selling package vacations
(which still pay commission), and charg-
ing clients for services.

Both of these strategies meant a major
shift in the focus of the agency from cor-
porate travel to leisure. They didn’t aban-
don their corporate clients – “corporate
still represents a very important part of
our business” and Goliger’s corporate list
still includes Com Dev, as well as Water-
loo Region companies like Descartes and
Desire2Learn – but they had to attract
more leisure business.

That involved a change in venue. Their
office had been very “corporate” – a sec-
ond-floor facility. They found a new
home: “The first move to try to have
more leisure business was to have a
store-front location. I saw this location at
King and Union in Waterloo [234 King
Street South] and I thought. ‘That would
be a perfect home for us.’ We have an
awesome location here.” That location is
now also the headquarters for the larger,
multi-location enterprise.

Today, between 75% and 80% of their
business is leisure.

Growing the brand
When van der Heyden started in the

business, there were about 140 Goliger’s
Travel in Canada. He bought the Water-
loo franchise.

Today, only a dozen or so carry that
name – and he owns them all. The over-
all company has been acquired by
Transat Distribution Canada, the same
company that owns Air Transat, and the
other franchises have been re-branded.

Van der Heyden admits he has thought
of leaving the franchise world and
becoming completely independent, but
he explains, “I feel incredibly loyal…
they’re wonderful people.”

It’s all about people for van der Hey-
den. In fact, he acquired the additional
franchises because of relationships. He
was young – in his mid-twenties – when
he bought his first franchise, and that
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made him significantly younger than his franchise-owning
colleagues. That meant, they were likely to retire long
before he would – so he told them that if they ever wanted
to sell, they should call him. 

“So now the calls were coming. They were forming their
exit strategy, and I was quite honoured to be getting those
calls. I’m still getting those calls.”

The first two additional van der Heyden
Goliger’s were in Brantford, and then
Stratford. Since then, the company has
added London, Cambridge, a second in
Waterloo, Barrie, Mississauga, Port Hope,
Owen Sound, Guelph, Paris, and Hanover.

Along the way, some other enterprises
have come into the fold, as well. When he
purchased the Hanover business, “Hanover Customs Broker-
age was created by the same guy, so it was a package deal,
so we’re also in the brokerage business as well.” He’s look-
ing at ways of expanding that service.

Some years ago, Bradley Walters, of the musical family,
The Walters Family, approached  van der Heyden about
facilitating a coach tour. Today, that venture has grown into
Bradley Walters Journeys – about 25 guided tours every year,
all around the globe.

Van der Heyden would welcome opportunities to mentor

young entrepreneurs – especially because so much of his
business philosophy was learned from his own mentors.

Key mentors
He points to Frank Rovers, once of Conestoga Rovers,

who told him, “‘Just focus on growing a little bit every year –
make sure you’re always growing in that direction’…. I’ll

never forget that good advice.”
He adds “Klaus Woerner [the leg-

endary founder of ATS Automation
Tooling Systems] was a huge mentor
to me back in the day. He had a bed
in his office, a little single bed. He
said, ‘I sleep here’. That’s commit-
ment to your business. You have to

treat your business like a living, breathing thing.”
But  van der Heyden sees two sides to this particular

story. He warns “anyone who wants to get into business for
themselves – it’s with you all the time.” But then he adds,
“Find some balance in your life. Take some time off.” He
grins: “Take a holiday.”

Van der Heyden is clearly not concerned about an ele-
ment that has killed a lot of other business sectors – the
internet. Of course, it is possible to bypass travel agents and
arrange your own travel on the net, but van der Heyden

“The first move to try to have more
leisure business was to have a

store-front location.”
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believes the ever-growing travel sec-
tor has room for all options.

“The way we run our business –
the technology has changed for us,
but we’re still full service. We sit with
the clients, we talk with them about
where they want to go, we work with
the client about the best way possi-
ble.

“The travel pie has become so big,
just here in KW. The market’s huge.
It’s actually grown faster than any
other industry other than maybe high
tech. Because the pie is so big, there
is space for all of us. In our space, we
take care of the needs of people who
like the experience of a good travel
professional. There’s a trust there,
and they feel comfortable with work-
ing with an agent… and they come
back.”

Van der Heyden notes that, in the
past five years, Goliger’s has focused
heavily on leveraging the internet,
with a five-person marketing team

“We’re constantly talking to customers.” – Peter van der Heyden
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essentially focused on the web and social media.

Words of wisdom
The 30-year entrepreneur was asked if he had advice for

young people starting a business. He was quick to tick off
some key points:

“Number one,” he said, “never ever
give up. Never give up. Keep moving
forward.”

“Second, when you do get your
first customer, let them know how
much you appreciate their business.
Never ever take a customer for grant-
ed. If there is a problem with a cus-
tomer, let them know it’s taken care
of. To me the real test of any busi-
ness is how they handle a complaint.”

He says that customer contact is often overlooked. “At [a
seminar at] Communitech, I was sitting around the table
with Presidents and CEOs of local companies… and the
speaker asked, ‘When was the last time one of you called a
customer and thanked them for their business?’ And nobody
raised their hand except me. We’re constantly talking to our
customers, saying ‘Hey, how are we doing? Are we living up

to your expectations?’ If you’ve got a great relationship and
it works, there’s comfort in that. The bonus is, the referrals.
They tell other people.”

He continues his list of key advice: “Number three, your
people. Whether you have just one or a hundred, just treat
your people like you want to be treated yourself. Be gener-

ous, not just with the money, but
with all the little things.”

Number four, he says, is “Giving
back. Giving back is so, so impor-
tant. To different charities… it just
gives you such a great feeling when
you can help out.”

And number five – or probably, in
truth, number one, is service. Says
van der Heyden, “After all these

years I do understand service, and I’m trying to teach that to
the team. It means staying one step ahead of a person,
anticipating their needs. It’s genuinely saying thanks for
your business. It’s truly appreciated.”

He offers a dramatic example of how far he is willing to
go to serve a customer: “Com Dev is one of our great
accounts. One of their executives was in England and this
person needed to get to Moscow within about three days of

He points to Frank Rovers, who told
him, “‘Just focus on growing a little bit
every year – make sure you’re always
growing in that direction’…. I’ll never

forget that good advice.”
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the call. I get a call from this person…
she needed a Russian visa in her pass-
port to sign this big contract for Com
Dev. There was a tiny window of
opportunity for her to do this deal.

I told her, ‘Get your visa to me in
the courier tomorrow.’ Then I flew to

Ottawa with her passport to the Russ-
ian embassy, I got them to stamp the
visa. I flew back to Toronto, I jumped
on a British Airways flight and I hand-
delivered that passport to her at her
hotel close to Heathrow. She went to
Moscow the next day and signed a big
contact for Com Dev and I flew home
that same night.”

Making a difference
It’s patently obvious that Peter van

der Heyden loves his job. He says,
“You always want to make sure, no
matter what you do in life… that
you’re making a difference. What do
we really do in the travel business?
We sell dreams, we sell sunshine, we
create memories and, on the corpo-
rate side, we are part of facilitating a
deal.”

He adds, “It’s beyond my wildest
dreams what the travel industry has
given us. I feel so super proud that we
create jobs. I love the fact that you can
create a job.”

And looking at the immediate
future, as his company closes in on its
first $100 million year, he laughs. “I
told my team that if we do $100 mil-
lion I would do a happy dance in the
parking lot.

“I just want to have fun in the busi-
ness still. I still enjoy it every day. I’ve
got a phenomenal team. I just want to
continue to grow this business, a little
bit at a time.”

“You always want to make sure,
no matter what you do in life…

that you’re making  
a difference... 

we create memories.”
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Keynote: Karen Gamble, 
Business Presentation: Conrad Grebel University College

The Centre for Family Business (CFFB) strives to help business families 
reach their fullest potential, and has become one of Canada's largest 
membership based family business associations. Since 1997, CFFB has 
been delivering relevant educational programs and providing the 
necessary support that allows families to achieve their enterprising 
goals, fulfill their dreams and strengthen their families.

For more information call 519.749.1441 or visit www.cffb.ca
SUPPORT – ENERGIZE – EDUCATE

Adaptation & Leadership- March 28, 2014

CFFB March 28, 2014 Breakfast Seminar

Adaptation & Leadership

Keynote Speaker - Sue VanDerHout

Family Business Story - Afterglow

www.cffb.ca

 

CFFB April 25, 2014 Breakfast Seminar

Wellness in the Workplace

Keynote Speaker - Karen Gamble

Business Story - Conrad Grebel University College

www.cffb.ca

 

Wellness in the Workplace - April 25, 2014

Location: Bingemans, Kitchener Time: 7am - 10am

Keynote: Sue VanDerHout, 
Family Business Story: Afterglow

The Centre for Family Business (CFFB) strives to help business families 
reach their fullest potential, and has become one of Canada's largest 
membership based family business associations. Since 1997, CFFB has 
been delivering relevant educational programs and providing the 
necessary support that allows families to achieve their enterprising 
goals, fulfill their dreams and strengthen their families.

SUPPORT – ENERGIZE – EDUCATE

For more information call 519.749.1441 or visit www.cffb.ca

September 30, 2016
CFFB Women Leaders in Business Panel

Panel: Robin Near, Jenny Knapp, Anne Straus and Carol Zettel

Join other family businesses for this Breakfast Event:
• 7 am to 10 am Embassy Room, Bingemans

• Family Business Story is by Schiedel Construction
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Communitech’s Iain Klugman, left, and Bernie Melloul of Melloul Blamey, the construction company which carried out the expan-
sion at Communitech Hub, as well as the original renovations, done for Google.

A FRESHLY EXPANDED COMMUNITECH HUB has opened with a bang, as the Ontario Govern-
ment announced a $1.2 million investment to support Waterloo Region startups
and high-growth companies through the enlarged facility.

The three-level, 80,000-square-foot space, is up from the 55,000 square feet
the Hub previously occupied on the ground floor of Kitchener’s former Lang
Tannery.

The expanded Hub is a partnership between Communitech, Google Cana-
da, the University of Waterloo, the City of Kitchener and the province.
Google made the extra space available when its Canadian engineering head-
quarters moved to a much larger facility in the nearby Breithaupt Block earlier
this year.

The boost in capacity will enable Communitech to do more to help technology
companies, through expanded services for startups, more work space for start-
ups and mid-sized companies, innovation zones where companies of all sizes
can collaborate, training programs for mid-sized companies, and more corpo-
rate innovation programming to help global brands become more nimble and
boost the speed of getting new products to market.

“Overall, it provides the foundation to meet our goal of helping to build 10
new $100-million companies in Waterloo Region over the next 10 years,” said
Iain Klugman, Communitech’s CEO.

Earlier this year, Kitchener city council pledged $300,000 towards the expan-
sion, following on from its initial $500,000 investment in 2010 that helped
launch the Hub and catalyze the reinvigoration of the city’s downtown.
Mayor Berry Vrbanovic said Communitech has “helped develop Kitchener’s

reputation as a critical node in one of the most dynamic startup ecosystems in
the world.” He said the city’s downtown is enjoying “an economic vibrancy we
haven’t seen in decades” thanks to the dozens of companies that have engaged
with the Hub and established a presence in the blocks around it.

THE PROVINCE OF ONTARIO IS INVESTING $3.6 MILLION in world-class research to build the
knowledge-based economy in Waterloo Region. The grants were announced by
local MPPs Kathryn McGarry and Daiene Vernile.
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The grants will go to nurture "early-
career researchers," according to Uni-
versity of Waterloo president Feridun
Hamdullahpur. Conestoga President
John Tibbits said, the investment will
support "the development of new
solutions that will lead to industry

advancement ... productivity is not
only a Canadian problem, productivity
is a global problem"

The funding supports 29 projects,
worth $3,614,272, including one at
Conestoga College ($540,000), one at
the Perimeter Institute ($140,000), 21

at the University of Waterloo
($2,358,825) and six at Wilfrid Laurier
University ($575,447).

TEXTNOW, A COMPANY MAKING mobile phone
service more affordable through its
unique cloud based technology, has
introduced Lindsay Gibson as Chief
Operating Officer. Lindsay is joining
TextNow from BlackBerry, where
she served as VP of Manufacturing &
Supply Chain and spearheaded efforts
to enhance customer experience
through multiple channels.

As COO, Lindsay will assume lead-
ership for all TextNow operations
including oversight of the entire cus-
tomer experience lifecycle encom-
passing customer care, fulfillment,
billing and IT. She will also be respon-
sible for business strategy, execution
and continue to build upon the com-
pany’s recent impressive growth.

“With TextNow’s recent growth tra-
jectory and corporate expansion, we
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QUALITY 
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SOLID VALUE.

Industrial – Commercial – Design-Build – Project Management

GranVal Construction Inc. is a design-build firm that focuses on innovative 
approaches to new construction technologies, products and methods, with an
emphasis on energy efficiency and environmental responsibility, resulting in

what are more efficient, more creative and more effective buildings.
35 Lingard Road, Unit #3 
Cambridge, ON, N1T 2H4 

www.granval.ca 
Tel: 519-621-2970 
Fax 519-621-1136
Email: granval@granval.ca

Design-Build
General Contracting

From left, Laurier VP Research Robert Gordon; Sandra Banks UW VP, University Relations; Luis Lehner, Faculty member and Deputy
Faculty Chair at Perimeter Institute; Kitchener Centre MPP Daiene Vernile; Cambridge MPP Kathryn McGarry; Dr. John Tibbits,
President, Conestoga College Institute of Technology and Advanced Learning; Julia Biedermann, Executive Dean Conestoga School
of Engineering and IT; Barbara Fennessy, Vice President Applied Research and International Education, Conestoga.
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need to continue to build a very strong
team to support every aspect of our
business,” said Derek Ting, CEO and
co-founder of TextNow. “Lindsay’s
stellar accomplishments at BlackBerry
make her the perfect candidate to help
us focus on both the TextNow cus-
tomer experience and corporate
growth as we continue to expand.”

The news comes following the
company’s recent expansion to the
U.S., including a new office in San
Francisco as well as several key hires.
TextNow currently has 85 employees
and was recently selected as one of
Canada’s Top Small & Medium
Employers for 2016.

THE GRAND SOCIAL WEBSITE, initially devel-
oped by Creative Enterprise Initia-
tive, has a new home.  The board of
directors of the Waterloo Regional
Tourism Marketing Corporation
has voted unanimously to acquire
Grand Social, and the two organiza-
tions will work together for the
remainder of 2016 to further develop
the online engagement platform so
that it is an effective “what’s-on” web-
site and portal for Waterloo Region’s
creative stories.  At year end, the web-
site will remain under the WRTMC
umbrella.

“We are very pleased to acquire
Grand Social. We know that providing
information about ‘What’s On’ in

Waterloo region is important to locals
and visitors alike and joining forces
with CEI makes perfect sense” said
Minto Schneider, CEO at Waterloo
Regional Tourism.

ECONOMICAL INSURANCE has named
Rowan Saunders as President and
CEO effective November 1, 2016. This
follows the announcement on Febru-
ary 19, 2016, that current President
and CEO, Karen Gavan, will retire
from the company this year.

“Economical is at an exciting
moment in its history with strong
plans in place to accelerate our
growth and enhance our competitive-
ness in the market,” said John
Bowey, Board Chair of Economical.
“We are extremely pleased to have
attracted a leader with Rowan’s track
record of success to advance our
goals.”

Having served as President and CEO
of RSA Canada since 2003, Saunders
will further the vision of Economical
to be one of Canada’s top P&C insur-
ance companies and advance the
company’s strategic initiatives. 

THE SENIOR PARTNERS AT BALL CONSTRUCTION –
Jason Ball, President, Cameron
Ball, Vice President and Gary
Hauck, Vice President – have
announced that 18 year estimator and
project manager Rod Aitken has
been welcomed as a new partner. Rod
immediately assumes the role as Vice
President focusing on Pre Construc-
tion activities for Design Build and
Construction Management projects
and LEED certifications.

In 1998, Rod graduated from Con-
estoga College in the Construction
Engineering Technology program in
Kitchener. Soon after, he joined the
Ball team as an estimator and has
been an invaluable contributor and
dedicated team member ever since. “I
am excited and grateful to join the
partners of Ball Construction,” noted
Aitken, “This is an excellent company
to be a part of. A firm with such a long

history of building great facilities
across Ontario, I look forward to many
more years of continued success.”

THE CITY OF CAMBRIDGE HAS WON an AMO Gas
Tax Award. The AMO Gas Tax
Awards honour municipalities that
have demonstrated excellence in the
use of the federal Gas Tax Fund. Win-
ning projects improve local quality of
life by making a difference in our com-
munities, while achieving the Fund’s
objectives.

Cambridge invested $461,965 from
the federal Gas Tax Fund into CCTV
inspection of storm sewers. The
inspection allows staff to identify
problems that need attention now and
provide more information about the
sewer’s remaining service life. The
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City is using this information to plan
for the future, including determining
what infrastructure needs to be
replaced and what type of preventive
maintenance programs should be put
in place.

FIFTY YEARS AGO, A YOUNG JOHN WRIGHT bought a
truck and using his experience work-

ing in pest control in Toronto, started a
one-man lawn care operation out of
his acreage in Bloomingdale, Ontario.
In the evenings, his school-teacher
wife, Ruth, helped with the books and
the next day’s orders. 

Flash forward 50 years, the business
– Wright Landscape Services – is
alive and well and now run by the cou-
ple’s son Dave Wright, who has been
president of Wright Landscape Servic-
es for the past ten years, and following
his father’s footsteps, is involved in
Landscape Ontario as Second Vice
President of its Provincial Board of
Directors. 

The company’s sustainability ethos
extends beyond the growing season;
Wright Landscape Services was one of
the Region’s first smart about salt
(SAS) certified operators.

“Staying ahead of the curve is part
of our success,” says Wright. “Small
businesses have to be nimble and we
have to have the trust of our cus-

tomers. We try to make sure that our
services match what they value.”

THE UNIVERSITY OF GUELPH has received a
$460,000 donation from Nestlé
Waters Canada to conduct leading-
edge groundwater research in Welling-
ton County. The funds will go to the U
of G-based G360 Centre for Applied
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Groundwater Research. Led by engi-
neering professor Beth Parker, G360
involves studying groundwater and
surface water interaction in fractured
sedimentary bedrock, with the goal of
ensuring safe and sustainable ground-
water drinking supplies.

“Protecting drinking water from
harmful contamination and exploita-
tion is a shared responsibility,” said
Parker, who holds a Natural Sciences
and Engineering Research Council
Industrial Research Chair. “These
municipalities are facing significant
water demands through residential
and industrial growth.”

SALIENT ENERGY, A COMPANY DEVELOPING new
high-tech batteries that will enable the
shift towards renewable energy, was
among the top winners at the Veloci-
ty Fund Finals at the University of
Waterloo.

Founded by a student, two
researchers, and a chemistry professor
from the UW, Salient Energy is work-
ing to commercialize battery technolo-
gy that will help address fluctuations
in power supply and demand that have
been a hurdle in advancing renewable
energy. In addition to winning a
$25,000 prize, Salient Energy also won
the top hardware prize of $10,000.

“Not many people know that the
supply and demand in our electrical
grid needs to be equal. This has been

fine with fossil fuels, because even
though demand can’t be controlled,
we could just burn more or less coal to
control our energy supply. However, if
we want to rely on renewable energy,
where we can no longer control supply
or demand, we need to change how
the system works,” said Ryan Brown,
business lead and co-founder at
Salient Energy. “The way we do this is
to incorporate batteries, charging
them in times of excess supply, and
discharging them in times of excess
demand, balancing the system.”

Winning the Velocity Fund Finals
will allow Salient to move from its cur-
rent model to build an application
scale prototype and secure partners
for their pilot project.

The following three companies were
also grand-prize winners of $25,000
and will receive free workspace at the
Velocity Garage:

• CubeXLab Technologies pro-
vides automated vision inspection
solutions that are affordable, flexible
and easy- to-use for part and compo-
nent manufacturers in automotive,
fastener, plastic injection and pharma-
ceutical industries.

• Knote offers a natural language
processing platform to help companies
leverage the power of artificial intelli-
gence in documents and big data pro-
cessing. Their tools enable companies
to support employees by automating
routine, time consuming work, and by

improving efficiency.
• UpGrain uses low frequency elec-

tro-magnetic field stimulation of seeds
to increase overall yield of various
crops by 20 percent. They use
advanced mathematical algorithms to
calculate the most suitable time to
maximize treatment effects on seeds.

During the VFF event, an additional
10 teams of University of Waterloo stu-
dents competed for three prizes of
$5,000 and access to Velocity work-
spaces.

The winners of the Velocity $5K are:
• Gymnatik provides one day pass-

es to gyms around the world.
• MycoCup is a sustainable take-

out cup made of agricultural waste
and mycelium—the roots of fungi.

• The Playful Pixel hosts large
group entertainment events that com-
bine the best of theatre, board games,
and video games.

RESEARCHERS AT THE UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO
have been awarded a grant of $8.8
million from the U.S. National Can-
cer Institute to evaluate the public-
health impact of government policies
to regulate tobacco products, including
e-cigarettes and other vaporized nico-
tine products.

Waterloo and the Medical Univer-
sity of South Carolina are the two
lead institutions in the larger research
grant involving 11 institutions totalling
$20 million. 
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literacy, and we’re surrounded by technology.”
Rozek says the year-long effort was a huge success. Year

of Code reached over 20,000 people, including families
attracted by the “Family Hack Jam” (where families worked
together to create video games and websites) and – per-
haps closest to her heart and her personal mandate – the
six-week HackerGrrlz programs at elementary schools,
designed to educate and encourage young girls to become
part of the tech sector.

As the Year of Code ended Rozek was not prepared to
take a bow and gracefully exit the stage. She – and her sup-
porters – had become convinced there is a long-term need
– and benefit – from continuing the programs introduced in
that innovative program. And so, Year of Code has mor-
phed into a new organization, Hive Waterloo Region, with
a mandate that highlights teaching kids digital literacy.

Tech a fundamental life skill
Rozek argues that everyone – literally, everyone – should

be tech-savvy to some degree. “We check our phones
before we get out of bed in the morning,” she told

Exchange. It would behoove everyone to know a little bit
about that technology even if they are not going to become
programmers themselves, just so they understand the
water they swim in a little better.”

Of course, her vision reaches well beyond smart phones.
Hive Waterloo Region will be running educational pro-
grams teaching kids – and adults – how to code. They’ll be
educating parents so moms and dads can feel safer about
how their children are using tech devices. They’ll be work-
ing with aspiring “makers”.

Hive Waterloo Region programs will show up in schools,
in libraries, at THEMUSEUM, at Kitchener City Hall – and
even at venues like Waterloo’s Jane Bond, where Rozek
already organized a “women wanting code” series.

It’s clear her heart is fully invested in the HackerGrrlz
program, already run in 14 schools (just since March),
involving 200 girls. The success of that program was one of
the sparks that inspired Rozek to carry on after the initial
year – she points to girls who were very disappointed when
their six-week program was up, and girls who can’t wait to
get involved. Rozek’s goal is to continue HackerGrrlz while
also creating a more advanced level, HackerGrrlz2.

Rozek is expert at explaining the concept of coding, and
is committed to using Hive Waterloo Region to reach peo-
ple at their level of expertise – or lack thereof.

But tech is not just coding, and Hive is trying to meet
people where their needs are. “We’re starting with beginner
stuff. … and for adults, how to do a small business website,
how to use Wordpress, how to use your smartphone, how
to use Skype. Things like that.”

Supported by Mozilla
The Hive program has been around for several years,

first launched in New York with support from The Mozilla
Foundation and the MacArthur Foundation. Hive New York
is “an organization teaching digital literacy to kids.”

It expanded to six more US cities, and then to Toronto in
2011. The following year, Hive came to Waterloo; Rozek
explains, “In the fall of 2012 they came here to Commu-
nitech and put on a big event for Hive Waterloo... I came on
as the organizer after the event. A number of others have
been involved running pop-up events a couple of times a
year… family day or Halloween.”

So when Year of Code was reaching the end of its man-
date, Rozek and her colleagues realized that the Hive “pop-
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We’re “helping people to learn the tools of the
new millennium. It used to be reading and writ-
ing and now code is the new literacy, and we’re

surrounded by technology.”Rozek: “It would behoove everyone to know a little bit about technology.”
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up” organization already in existence might make for an
ideal partner.

As the end of Year of Code loomed, Rozek says, the
questions began: “Where is this going to land when we’re
done? We’re going to have all these resources built, we’re
going to have community engagement, we’re going to
have all these people wanting
to learn more. We don’t want
to drop it.”

A plan was hatched:
“We’ve got Hive Waterloo
already, let’s make it Hive
Waterloo Region and make it
a proper thing. I approached
Mozilla Foundation in Toronto and they were actually real-
ly excited.” Hive is going to grow in Canada – Waterloo is
the second, but Hive Vancouver now exists, and “Hive
Ottawa is coming on board.”

Diversity
Rozek’s goal is to bring greater diversity to the tech sec-

tor, not only by educating and inspiring young girls, but
also serving “people of colour and people of other minority
groups.” 

This is a win-win proposition, she argues. “We talk about

innovation here a lot in Waterloo, and I think one of the
ways we can drive innovation … you also need different
people entering, with different viewpoints and different
solutions which is innovative… I am personally focused on
the diversity issue, and that’s going to inform the agenda of
Hive Waterloo Region.”

She adds, “I see our man-
date going forward as two-
fold: continuing the basic lit-
erary stuff in the libraries
and with the HackerGrrlz,
and we’re also working on a
diversity project which is
very much in its infancy.”

To those who suggest that her organization should not
exclude boys, she points out that “we have things boys can
learn from,” but she quickly adds, “But boys get a lot more
encouragement along the way that girls don’t get, which is
why you make a special piece just for girls. Some people
don’t get it.”

Her immediate need, she says, is for additional funding
for the programs. Although Hive Waterloo Region is an offi-
cial Mozilla Foundation Learning Community, “We’re still
looking for full funding. We do both grant work and corpo-
rate sponsors. We’re always looking for more.”
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“But boys get a lot more encouragement along
the way that girls don’t get, which is why you

make a special piece just for girls. 
Some people don’t get it.”
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According to Stephanie Rozek’s on-line CV, she is a
Renaissance woman. Her interests cross a lot of

boundaries – she’s a social entrepreneur, writer, musician
and “creative spirit”. She studied electrical engineering
and the University of Waterloo and audio recording tech-
nology with the Ontario Institute of Audio Recording
Technology. She’s a dedicated volunteer with organiza-
tions as diverse as UW’s Women in Engineering Commit-
tee, The Jazz Room, and TEDx Water-
loo. She’s been honoured as a KW Okto-
berfest Women of the Year Entrepreneur,
and received the Waterloo Region 40
Under 40 Award.

That’s a wide spectrum. But right now,
Rozek has narrowed her focus consider-
ably. She has just become Executive Director of Hive
Waterloo Region, and she explains her reasons – and her
very determined intention – in one sentence: “We need to
get tech away from being just straight white male.”

Year of Code morphing
Rozek was campaign director for the one-year initiative,

Year of Code Waterloo Region, which began on July 1,
2015, and wrapped up one year later. It was a unique ven-
ture – once tried with minimal success in the UK – with the
goal of increasing each person’s tech literacy across Water-
loo Region.

Rozek will admit that while the goal was broad-based,
the program paid special attention to young girls, and
minority groups – the people who are not “straight white
males” and who often feel excluded from opportunities in
the tech field.

Rozek told Exchange, “For the past five years, I’ve been
doing a lot of work promoting digital literacy, trying to get
more girls and women into the tech sector. My back-

ground’s in engineering, so that’s where
my passion for this work comes from.”

Her 2014 Oktoberfest award brought
her to the attention of Communitech
CEO Iain Klugman, who told her,
“Somebody should do something really
big and cool around this kind of work,

and I like the kind of work you are doing.”
She says, “Through that, Communitech came on as the

first sponsor of Year of Code Waterloo Region.”
It was a unique program. She says that except for the

less than successful attempt in the U.K., “We’re the first
one besides that, and the first in North America. We said,
‘It’s important to do it in Waterloo region because we’re a
global leader in the tech sector’.”

So Year of Code Waterloo Region was born, a campaign
aimed at raising “the education level around digital literacy,
helping people to learn the tools of the new millennium. It
used to be reading and writing and now code is the new
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“We need to get tech away
from being just straight 

white male.”

Stephanie Rozek
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